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ABSTRACT
The Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS) was initiated with an extensive allocation (590 orbits in Cycles 12–13)
using theHubble Space Telescope (HST ) for high-resolution imaging. Here we review the characteristics of theHST
imaging with the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) and parallel observations with NICMOS and WFPC2. A
square field (1.8 deg2) has been imaged with single-orbit ACS I-band F814Wexposures with 50% completeness for
sources 0.500 in diameter at IAB ¼ 26:0 mag. The ACS is a key part of the COSMOS survey, providing very high sen-
sitivity and high-resolution (0.0900 FWHM and 0.0500 pixels) imaging and detecting a million objects. These images
yield resolvedmorphologies for several hundred thousand galaxies. The smallHST PSF also provides greatly enhanced
sensitivity for weak-lensing investigations of the dark matter distribution.
Subject headinggs: cosmology: observations — dark matter — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: formation —
large-scale structure of universe — surveys
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sensitive, high-resolution imaging is a critical component of
all cosmological evolution studies, especially for surveys prob-
ing the evolution of luminous galaxies at redshift z > 0:5, when
most galaxy assembly and evolution occurred. This approach
was initiated in theHubble Space Telescope (HST ) Treasury sur-
veys: first, the Hubble Deep Fields (HDFs; Williams et al. 1996,
2000), which imaged a 5 arcmin2 area, followed by GOODS
(Giavalisco et al. 2004), which covered a larger area (360 arcmin2),
GEMS (Rix et al. 2004), which was still more extensive
(800 arcmin2) but at shallower depth, and, most recently, the
Ultra Deep Field (UDF) survey (Beckwith et al. 2006), which
was extremely deep but covered only 11 arcmin2. The Cosmic
Evolution Survey (COSMOS), with a 2 deg2 field, is the first
HST survey specifically designed to thoroughly probe the evolu-
tion of galaxies, AGNs, and dark matter in the context of their
cosmic environment (i.e., large-scale structure [LSS]). COSMOS
samples all relevant scales of LSS, up to 50–100 h170 Mpc at
all z > 0:5. The area of COSMOS was designed to sample the
full dynamic range of large-scale structures from voids to very
massive clusters. (HSTACS coverage of the DEEP Groth strip
spans 100 ; 700 [Davis et al. 2007], similar to GEMS, but the
elongated geometry is not optimum for sampling the larger struc-
tures.) High-resolution imaging with HST enables accurate de-
termination of galaxy morphologies and multiplicities. The HST
imaging also provides significantly improved weak-lensing anal-
ysis to probe the dark matter distribution of the LSS.
COSMOS is the largestHST survey ever undertaken, imaging
an equatorial field with single-orbit I-band exposures to a depth
IAB ’ 28 mag (5  on an optimally extracted point source) and
50%completeness for sources 0.500 in diameter at IAB ¼ 26:0mag.
With this area coverage and sensitivity, COSMOS detects ’2 ;
106 objects and samples a volume in the high-redshift universe
approaching that sampled locally by the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey (SDSS). In this article we describe the observations which
make up theHSTcomponent of the COSMOS survey: the primary
ACS imaging and the parallel NICMOS and WFPC2 imaging.
A detailed description of the HST data processing is provided in
Koekemoer et al. (2007).
2. HST OBSERVATIONS
The originalHSTCycle 12 COSMOS proposal had two major
components for imaging with the Advanced Camera for Surveys:
(1) a complete mosaic of 2 deg2 in the F814W (I-band) filter for
morphological information, and (2) a similar mosaic in F475W
(g band) to provide resolved color imaging for studies of stellar
populations and dust obscuration. Although 640 orbits were allo-
cated for the I-band imaging, 50 orbits were specified to enable
searches for Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia). Following discus-
sions with the principal investigators for the supernova programs
(A. Reiss and S. Perlmutter), the COSMOS team decided that the
SN Ia science was not easily served within the COSMOS survey
strategy, and the 50 orbits were given over to follow-up exposures
in the GOODS-S survey field. Thus, the COSMOS HST survey
(590 orbits total ) comprises 270 and 320 orbits allocated within
HST Cycles 12 and 13 (fall 2003 to spring 2005), respectively.
2.1. Field Selection
Multiwavelength imaging and optical spectroscopy are cen-
tral to the ability of the COSMOS survey to probe the evolution
of stellar populations, star formation, galaxies, andAGNs. The enor-
mous investments in observing time required to cover a 2 deg2
field rule against having separate northern and southern hemisphere
fields, as in earlier, smaller surveys. Thus, an initial prerequisite
for COSMOS was that the field be accessible to telescopes in
both hemispheres and especially all unique facilities. This pre-
cluded using COSMOS to extend the area of earlier survey fields
at high northern or southern declination (such as HDF-N/S,
GOODS/CDF-N/S, the Lockman Hole, and the Groth strip). An
equatorial field is required to enable access by all existing 8–10m
optical telescopes (and future larger telescopes) and the unique
radio facilities (the [E]VLA in the north and ALMA in the south).
ALMA is likely to become a ‘‘required’’ facility for studies of
early-universe galaxy evolution; at the same time, high-sensitivity
VLA radio imaging is critical, and the instrument is unique in
terms of sensitivity (with a factor of 3–10 improvement for the
EVLA).
The original field proposed for the COSMOS survey was the
VIRMOS-VLT Deep Survey (VVDS)/XMM-Newton Deep field
centered at R:A: ¼ 2h26m, decl: ¼ 4300 (J2000.0), which was
scheduled for extensive optical spectroscopywith theVLTVIMOS
spectrograph. However, during the phase two preparation for the
COSMOS HST survey in Cycle 12 it became apparent that HST
was very overcommitted at R:A:  2h due to the Ultra Deep
Field (UDF) Directors Discretionary Time project in Cycle 12;
we were therefore requested by both the STScI and ESO direc-
tors to consider shifting the COSMOS survey field to a noncon-
flicting right ascension. Our examination of alternative equatorial
fields revealed a field near the VVDS 10 hr field which in fact
had slightly lower extinction (EBV ’ 0:02 mag) and lower far-
infrared cirrus backgrounds (Scoville et al. 2007) than the orig-
inal 2 hr VVDS/XMM-Newton Deep field. This field also has no
extremely bright X-ray, UV, optical, or radio sources, unlike some
other fields. This enables the COSMOS survey to efficiently ob-
serve the entire field to uniform sensitivity and to the optimum
depth determined by the COSMOS science. However, since the
10 hr field did not have as extensive prior observational coverage
as the 2 hr field, most of the ground-based optical / IR imaging
would have to be done as part of the COSMOS survey.
In conclusion, the final field selected for COSMOS is a 1:4 ;
1:4 square, aligned east-west, north-south and centered at R:A: ¼
10h00m28:6s, decl: ¼ þ0212021:000 (J2000.0). It has low and
exceptionally uniform optical extinction ( less than 20% varia-
tion; see Sanders et al. 2007). Being equatorial, the field has some-
what higher far-infrared background than the very best fields
such as the Lockman Hole (Scoville et al. 2007); however, this is
clearly less detrimental to the overall survey than the penalty of
very poor (or nonexistent) radio and millimeter/submillimeter
coverage of higher declination fields by the VLA or ALMA. A
summary of theHST observations is provided in Table 1; below,
we briefly discuss each instrument in detail.
2.2. ACS Observations and Processing
Imaging with ACS in the F814W (I-band) filter is the primary
COSMOSHSTobservation. TheACSWFCfield of view (FOV)
is 20300 ; 20300, covered by two CCD arrays separated by a gap
of 4.500. The pixel size is 0.0500. Nine of the allocated orbits were
devoted to a test 3 ; 3 pointing mosaic in the F475W (g-band)
filter at the center of the field in order to evaluate the need for
full field coverage in a second filter. Thus, a total of 581 orbits/
pointings were devoted to imaging in the I-band filter. Within
each orbit, four equal-length exposures of 507 s duration (2028 s
total ) were obtained in a four-position dither pattern designed to
shift bad pixels and to fill in the 90 pixel gap between the two
ACS CCD arrays (see Koekemoer et al. 2007). Adjacent point-
ings in the mosaic were positioned with approximately 4% over-
lap in order to provide at least three-exposure coverage at the
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TABLE 1
HST Observations
Instrument Filter Modea Orbits
Exposure
(s) Dates Proposal ID
ACS.................................. F814W (I band) P 261 2028 2003 Oct 15–2004 May 21 09822 (Cy 12)
ACS.................................. F475W (g band) P 9 2028 2003 Oct 15–2004 May 21 09822 (Cy 12)
ACS.................................. F814W (I band) P 320 2028 2004 Oct 15–2005 May 21 10092 (Cy 13)
NICMOS NIC3................ F160W (H band) PP 225 1536 2003 Oct 15–2004 May 21 09999 (Cy 12)
NICMOS NIC3................ F160W (H band) PP 282 1536 2004 Oct 15–2005 May 21 10337 (Cy 13)
WFPC2............................. F300W (U band) CP 270 1600 2003 Oct 15–2004 May 21 09822 (Cy 12)
WFPC2............................. F300W (U band) CP 149 1600 2004 Oct 15–2004 Nov 21 10092 (Cy 13)
WFPC2............................. F450W (B band) CP 171 1600 2004 Nov 21–2005 May 21 10092 (Cy 13)
a Scheduling mode: (P) primary, (PP) pure-parallel, (CP) coordinated-parallel.
TABLE 3
Relative Point Source Sensitivities
Filter Survey 5 AB
a Orbits Vega  AB STmag  AB
F435 ........................... UDF 29.94 56 0.11 0.52
GOODS 28.32 3 . . . . . .
F606 ........................... UDF 30.84 56 0.09 0.17
GOODS 29.14 2.5 . . . . . .
F775 ........................... UDF 31.30 150 0.40 0.74
GOODS 29.04 2.5 . . . . . .
F814 ........................... COSMOS 28.63 1 0.44 0.84
F850 ........................... GOODS 29.11 5 0.54 1.09
UDF 30.99 150 . . . . . .
Notes.—GOODS: Giavalisco et al. (2004); UDF: Beckwith et al. (2006). To facilitate direct comparison of
the different surveys, we have used the instrument exposure time calculators (ETCs) provided by STScI, rather
than published sensitivities of the surveys (which were derived with differing assumptions).
a Sensitivities for optimally extracted point sources. For a source uniformly extended over0.2500 diameter,
the limiting magnitudes are1 mag greater (assumes 2028 s per orbit for COSMOS and 2500 s per orbit for the
other surveys, a k1 power-law spectrum with normalization at V, four CR-splits per orbit for COSMOS, two
CR-splits per orbit for GOODS and UDF, and no reddening).
TABLE 2
COSMOS HST Sensitivities and Resolution
Instrument Filter 5 AB
a 5 STmag 5 Vegamag
Resolution (FWHM)
(arcsec)
Pixel Scale
(arcsec)
ACS.................................. F814W (I band) 28.6 29.5 28.2 0.09 0.05
ACS.................................. F475W (g band) 27.9 27.6 28.0 0.05 0.05
NICMOS NIC3................ F160W (H band) 25.9 28.3 24.6 0.16 0.20
WFPC2............................. F300W (U band) 24.8 26.1 24.8 0.10 0.1b
WFPC2............................. F450W (B band) 26.7 26.3 26.8 0.10 0.1b
a Sensitivities for optimally extracted point sources with a k1 power-law spectrum for ACS and NICMOS. For WFPC2, an A0 star spectrum is
assumed. For ACS and WFPC2 the flux is normalized to V, and for NICMOS the flux is normalized to 1.6 m. The V-band normalization was
adopted to be consistent with Table 3, where surveys in several bands are compared. Normalization of the flux to I band reduces the ACS
magnitudes by 1.4 mag (e.g., 28.6 to 27.2).
b Scale of 0.04600 pixel1 for the PC.
edge of each pointing and four-exposure coverage over approx-
imately 95% of the survey area. Thismultiple exposure coverage
with ACS provides excellent cosmic-ray rejection (Koekemoer
et al. 2007).
The visibility windows for the COSMOS program were set
such that two orientation angles opposed by approximately 180

could be scheduled (P:A: ¼ 290  10 and 110  10, corre-
sponding to October 13–January 7 andMarch 2–May 21, respec-
tively). (In theHST two-gyro mode, only the former is available.)
Three of the pointings had large reflections or scattered light due
to bright stars being on the edge of the ACS FOV. These three
fields were later repeated with two exposures, placing the bright
stars wellwithin the ACS FOV. (They are included in the 581 or-
bit count mentioned above.)
A full description of the ACS data processing including driz-
zling, flux calibration, registration, and mosaicking is provided
in Koekemoer et al. (2007). The registration was tied into ground-
based CFHT I-band imaging (H. Aussel et al. 2007, in prepara-
tion)with theUSNO-B1.0 reference frame offsets established from
the COSMOSVLA survey (Schinnerer et al. 2007). The absolute
registration of all ACS data in the COSMOS archive is accurate
to approximately 0.0500–0.1000 over the entire field (Koekemoer
et al. 2007). The flux calibration of the ACS is tied into the
standard STScI ACS calibration, accurate to better than 0.05% in
absolute zero point. For the publicly released images with 0.0500
pixels, the DRIZZLE parameters (Fruchter & Hook 2002) were
pixfrac = 0.8 and a square kernel. For the images used forweak-
lensing analysis with 0.0300 pixels, pixfrac = 0.8, and a Gaussian
kernel was used. (CTE effects on the faint source PSFs were reduced
as described in Rhodes et al. [2007].) The final ACS mosaic im-
age released to the public IRSA and MAST archives is sampled
with 0.0500 pixels. The measured FWHMof the PSF in the ACS
I-band filter is 0.0900. These individual images were also rotated
to north up for the public release data. For the purpose of the
weak-lensing analysis done by the COSMOS team, an internal
release of the unrotated images, sampled to 0.0300 pixels, was
also generated to avoid rotating the original PSF and to reduce
aliasing problems associatedwith resampling (Rhodes et al. 2007);
for general morphological studies the rotated and the 0.0500 images
are entirely adequate.
Fig. 1.—Layout of the ACS mosaic of 581 I-band pointings. The rectangle fully enclosing all the ACS imaging has lower left and upper right corners (R.A., decl.
[J2000.0]) at (150.7988, 1.5676) and (149.4305, 2.8937). The WFPC2 (3000 and 4500 8) and NICMOS (1.6 m) images cover approximately 55% and 6% of the
ACS area.
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2.3. NICMOS and WFPC2 Parallel Observations
In parallel with the ACS observations, imaging was obtained
with NICMOS and WFPC2. WFPC2 was used in coordinated-
parallel mode, implying that exposures were obtained with every
ACS pointing. The WFPC2 FOV is 15000, offset in position from
the ACS field center by 5.80. Since NICMOS cannot be used in
periods of high particle flux such as during the South Atlantic
Anomaly passages, the NICMOS observations were set up in
pure-parallel mode so as not to impede scheduling of the primary
ACS observations. Therefore, not every orbit has an associated
NICMOS parallel observation. The NICMOS camera 3, used for
COSMOS parallel observations, has a FOVof 5000, and the field
center is displaced 8.50 from that of ACS.
For WFPC2, the filter used initially was F300W. However,
inspection of the Cycle 12 data revealed a very low rate of object
detection at 3000 8; in the second half of Cycle 13, the WFPC2
filter was therefore changed to F450W. The NICMOS parallels
used the F160W (1.6 m, H-band) filter. There were four and
three exposures per orbit for WFPC2 and NICMOS, respectively.
The WFPC2 and NICMOS parallels cover approximately 55%
(1.07 deg2) and 6% (0.092 deg2, 330 arcmin2) of the COSMOS
1.8 deg2 field imaged with ACS. The total areal coverage in
NICMOS parallel imaging is probably the largest of any HST
Fig. 2.—Layout of the NICMOS parallels superposed on the ACS pointings. The NICMOS (1.6 m) images cover approximately 6% of the ACS area.
Fig. 3.—Relative field areas and sensitivities of majorHST surveys at80008
compared to the original HDF survey. COSMOS has 9 times the area of GEMS
(Rix et al. 2004; the next largest survey), with sensitivity just 1.4 times less than
GOODS (Giavalisco et al. 2004) and in 20% of the time due to the higher through-
put of F814W vs. F850LP-GOODS. The relative sensitivities shown here were
derived using the instrument ETCs (for an optimally extracted point source) in
order to facilitate equivalent comparisons.
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project; although it is not contiguous, it provides enormous sam-
ples of objects. The details of reduction and calibration of the
WFPC2 (done by S. Ewald) and NICMOS (done by J. Colbert)
imaging are included in Koekemoer et al. (2007).
3. SENSITIVITY, RESOLUTION, AND COVERAGE
The sensitivities and resolutions for the COSMOS HST imag-
ing are summarized in Table 2 and compared with those of other
HST surveys in Table 3. In order to facilitate direct comparison
of the different surveys, we have used the instrument exposure
time calculators (ETCs) provided by STScI, rather than the pub-
lished sensitivities of the surveys, which were derived with
differing assumptions. For ACS andWFPC2, the flux is normal-
ized in theV band; for NICMOS, the flux is normalized to 1.6m.
(The V-band normalization was adopted to be consistent with
Table 3, where the otherHST surveys, which cover several bands,
Fig. 4.—Source counts (differential, left; integral, right) for the COSMOSACS I-band catalog (from SExtractor requiring signals >0.4  in at least 4 adjacent pixels
and a total isophotal signal-to-noise ratio >1). The number counts for automags are shown for all objects (solid line) and those with ‘‘stellarity’’<0.95 (dashed line). The
upturn at I < 27 mag is the result of low signal-to-noise ratio spurious detections. These counts are not corrected for completeness.
Fig. 5.—Source counts (differential, left; integral, right) for the COSMOS NICMOS H-band catalog (based on SExtractor measurements requiring a signal >1.5 
in 9 adjacent pixels). The number counts are for 0.5 mag bins; the total area imaged in NICMOS is 0.099 deg2. The total number of objects is 21,639.
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are summarized.) Normalization of the flux to I band reduces
the ACS magnitudes by 1.4 mag (e.g., 28.6! 27.2 mag). The
COSMOS ACS I-band coverage is shown in Figure 1. The rect-
angle bounding all the ACS imaging has lower left and upper right
corners (R.A., decl. [J2000.0]) at (150.7988, 1.5676) and
(149.4305, 2.8937). The positions observed in the NICMOS
parallel observations are shown in Figure 2; the locations of the
WFPC2 parallels are not shown in view of their low sensitivity
(see below). In Figure 3 we show the relative areas and sensitiv-
ities of the major HST Treasury surveys.
4. PHOTOMETRIC CATALOGS
The primary reference catalogs for COSMOS have objects
selected from both the ACS images and the very deep, multiband
Subaru SCAM COSMOS imaging (Taniguchi et al. 2007). The
SCAM data are of similar depth to the ACS imaging (approxi-
mately 0.8 mag deeper for sources larger than 100 in diameter, but
for sources smaller than0.300, the ACS data aremore sensitive).
The ground-based imaging (Capak et al. 2007) currently includes
18 filters including narrow- and intermediate-bandwidth filters.
Catalogs were made from both the ACS and Subaru I-band
and NICMOS H-band imaging. The ACS catalog comprises
646,470 objects detected at >1 ; the NICMOS catalog has
21,639 objects (>1.5  or 9 adjacent pixels). For the ACS cata-
log, SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) was used with the re-
quirement of signals >0.4  in at least 4 adjacent pixels and a
total isophotal signal-to-noise ratio >1. The ACS catalog includes
additional internal substructures within sources listed in the lower
resolution, ground-based catalog. These catalogs and the derived
photometric redshifts (Mobasher et al. 2007) are presented and
described in detail elsewhere (Koekemoer et al. 2007; Capak et al.
2007a; Leauthaud et al. 2007).
5. PUBLIC DATA RELEASE
The COSMOS HST data are publicly available in staged re-
leases (following calibration and validation) through the Web
sites for IPAC/IRSA38 and STScI-MAST.39 (The STScI pipeline
processed images are of course also available in the STScI ar-
chive.) The COSMOS ACS imaging is in the form of separate
drizzled images for each pointing, rotated and resampled to have
north up with a pixel scale of 0.0500. IRSA also supplies a cutout
capability derived from the full-field mosaic (50 Gbytes). The
cutouts can be made with any field center and size; and multiple
cutouts are provided based on a user-supplied file containing
source positions and field sizes. The SExtractor catalogs for ACS
and NICMOS (see x 4) are also available through IRSA.
6. SOURCE COUNTS AND COMPLETENESS
Figures 4 and 5 show themagnitude distributions of sources in
the ACS and NICMOS source catalogs (x 4). The ACS source
counts are listed in Table 4. We have compared the ACS I-band
source counts with those published by Ferguson et al. (2000) for
the HDF. In the HDF, the derived I-band count at IAB ¼ 25 mag
is 1:0 ; 105 galaxies per square degree perm ¼ 1 mag. For the
COSMOS ACS catalog the count is 21,000 for 1.8 deg2 per
m ¼ 0:1 mag (at IAB ¼ 25 mag; see Fig. 4). The COSMOS
counts are 16% higher than those in the HDFs, but given the
fact that different SExtractor parameters were probably used in
COSMOS and HDF, the agreement is quite acceptable. The
H-band integrated number counts are equivalent to 3478, 14,130,
and 41,300 deg2 per 0.5 mag bin at H ¼ 20, 22, and 24 mag
(AB). A recent compilation of previous surveys by Frith et al.
(2006) has approximately 3300, 15,000, and 41,000 deg2 in
the same bins (see dashed curve in their Fig. 1).
The completeness of the ACS catalog was determined using
the standard technique of inserting false sources of specified half-
light size and total flux (Giavalisco et al. 2004). Size and fluxmust
both be explored, since the ability to detect sources depends on
their surface brightness and hence their flux and size. The sim-
ulated galaxies were a 50/50 mix of exponential disks and r1/4
spheroids (Giavalisco et al. 2004). Figure 6 shows contours for
the percentage of the test galaxies recovered. For galaxies with
half-light radii of 0.2500, 0.500, and 100, the completeness is50%
at IAB ’ 26:0, 24.7, and 24.5 mag.
7. ANALYSIS ENABLED BY COSMOS
ACS OBSERVATIONS
The high-resolution ACS imaging is critical to the COSMOS
survey, providing galaxy morphologies, multiplicities and merger
rates out to z  2, environmental density fromdarkmattermaps at
z  1, and size and limitedmorphological information at redshifts
out to z ¼ 6. The morphological parameters obtained from the
ACS imaging include bulge/disk ratios, concentration, asym-
metry, size, multiplicity, color, and clumpiness (see Cassata et al.
2007; Scarlatta et al. 2007; Capak et al. 2007b). The COSMOS
I-band ACS images have sufficient depth and resolution to allow
classical bulge-disk decomposition for L galaxies at z  2,
TABLE 4
ACS Source Counts
I Upper Limit
(mag) All Objects Nonstellar
25...................................... 288,657 266,039
26...................................... 567,143 531,982
27...................................... 1,029,007 878,445
28...................................... 2,166,291 1,700,244
Notes.—Source counts in F814W ACS images obtained
using SExtractor as described in text. The total catalog count
was 2,431,600.
38 See http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/COSMOS/.
39 See http://archive.stsci.edu.
Fig. 6.—Completeness estimates for COSMOS ACS I-band imaging. Con-
tours show the percentage of simulated sources (a 50/50 mix of exponential
disks and spheroids) whichwere recovered by SExtractor as a function of source
total magnitude and half-light radius.
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while less detailed structural parameters such as concentration,
asymmetry, clumpiness, and size can be measured for all galax-
ies down to the COSMOS spectroscopic survey limit (37,500 gal-
axies with IAB  25; Lilly et al. 2007; Trump et al. 2007), out to
z  5. COSMOS ACS imaging has been crucial for the identi-
fication and analysis of galactic interactions and mergers (e.g.,
Kartalepe et al. 2007), processes which are central to the early
evolution of galaxies.
For the purposes of weak-lensing analysis, approximately
87 galaxies arcmin2 were sufficiently resolved with ACS
(cf.30 arcmin2 fromSubaru SCAM). Theirmedian (mean) red-
shift is 1.02 (1.25), and their per-component rms shear is 0.309.
This permits mass reconstructions with an optimal resolution on
the sky at scales of 10000, and a redshift sensitivity that peaks
between z ¼ 0:2 and 0.6. These parameters enable detection
of an 7 ; 1013 M cluster at z ¼ 0:2 with a 5  signal-to-noise
ratio (Rhodes et al. 2007; Massey et al. 2007).
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